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Product Environments V2
  70 HDRIs for product visualizations - plus the matching backplates.
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Stratosphere V2
  20 HDRIs of the stratosphere.
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Lo-Poly People Vol. 1
  100 Lo-poly 3D-models of photo-real people.
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Futuristic Truck Details - Electric
  Detailed non-branded (generic) truck 3D model.
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Trucks 2023 - Europe V2
  5 detailed 3D-models of trucks with trailers.
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KeyShot Online Training
  We make you fit for using KeyShot with individual training.
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Seascapes
  20 HDRIs of skies with water surfaces.
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Car Details - Compact Electric Car
  Detailed 3d-model of a non-branded (generic) electric driving car.
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Car Details V3 - Hydrogen Fuel Cell
  Detailed 3d-model of a brand-neutral sedan car with a hydrogen fuel cell.
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Car Details - Electric Delivery Van
  Detailed 3d-model of a non-branded (generic), electric delivery van.
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Cars 2023
  10 detailed 3D-models of cars.
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Car Details - Hydrogen Sports Car
  Detailed non-branded (generic) 3D model of a hydrogen sports car.
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Electric City Bike Details
  Detailed 3D model of a non-branded (generic) city bike.
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Futuristic Truck Details - Hydrogen
  Detailed non-branded (generic) truck 3D model.
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European Houses
  30 3D-models of houses.
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3D-Scenes - Exhibition Hall 01
  Detailed and fully textured 3D-scene.
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Industrial Robots
  14 detailed industrial robots.
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Heavy Machines
  20 detailed 3d-models of construction vehicles.
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KeyShot PRO
  KeyShot PRO for 1 year 
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Underwater
  20 HDR images for the visualization of underwater scenes.
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Bus Details - Hydrogen
  Detailed non-branded (generic) bus 3D model.
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Car Details - Luxury SUV
  Detailed non-branded (generic) 3D model with the drives: combustion engine, hybrid, hydrogen fuel cell, electric.
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Car Details V3 - Electric
  Detailed 3d-model of a brand-neutral sedan car with battery and electric drive.

                              
                                 more
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Cars 2022
  15 detailed 3D-models of cars.
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                  3D-Models and 3D-Scenes  show all (347)
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Car Details - Electric Delivery Van
  Detailed 3d-model of a non-branded (generic), electric delivery van.

                              
                                 more
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3D-Scenes - Loft 02
  Detailed and fully textured 3D-scene.
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Industrial Robots
  14 detailed industrial robots.
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Printed Media
  3D-models of printed media products like magazines, newspapers, books, catalogues etc.
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House Installation
  Detailed 3D-model of a virtual house including electric and sanitary installation.
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Medical - Bacteria
  50 3D-models of bacterias.
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Concept Cars Vol.04
  20 detailed 3D-models of non-branded cars.

                              
                                 more
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Car Details V3 - Hybrid
  Detailed 3d-model with all important parts and systems found in a brand-neutral sedan car with hybrid drive.

                              
                                 more
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Passenger Transportation V1.1
  24 detailed and completely textured vehicles.
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Staffage Objects
  3d-models of important architectural details to breath life into 3D-scenes.
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3D-Scenes - Exhibition Hall 01
  Detailed and fully textured 3D-scene.
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Stone Materials
  3D-models of stone materials.
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Buildings V2 for Maxwell Render
  Maxwell Render optimized version of Buildings V2.
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Emergency & Police Vehicles V1.1
  14 detailed 3D-models of emergency vehicles.
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Classic Cars V1.1
  18 detailed 3D-models of classic cars.
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Drone - Taxi
  Detailed and fully textured 3D-model of a non-branded (generic) drone.

                              
                                 more
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Skyscrapers V2
  25 detailed 3d-models of skyscrapers.

                              
                                 more
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3D-Scenes - Office 01
  Detailed and fully textured 3D-scene.
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People - Ambulance Men Vol. 1
  10 3D-models of photo-real people.
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Medical Details - Kidney
  Detailed 3D-model of a human kidney.
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People - Handicapped Seniors Vol. 2
  5 3D-models of photo-real people.
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Concept Cars Vol.06
  15 detailed 3D-models of non-branded cars.
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Cars 2018
  15 detailed 3D-models of cars.
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Hotel Room Furniture
  3D-models of Hotel room furniture.
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Advertisement Signs
  3D-models of advertisement signs and  labels.
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Kid's Playground
  100 3D-models of toys and playground equipment.
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Bakery Products
  30 3D-models of bakery products.
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Modern Garden Plants
  50 detailed 3d-models of plants for modern architecture.
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Furniture V3
  100 furniture 3D-models.
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Car Details V3 - Electric
  Detailed 3d-model of a brand-neutral sedan car with battery and electric drive.

                              
                                 more
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Fabrication Machines
  40 3D-models of machines for production.
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People Mover
  Detailed and fully textured 3D-model of a people mover.
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Transport
  20 detailed 3d-models of transport vehicles.
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People - Business Vol. 2
  10 3D-models of photo-real people.

                              
                                 more
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3D-Scenes - Car Service 02 - Plus
  Detailed and fully textured 3D-scene - plus additional elements such as people and vehicles.

                              
                                 more
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Car Details - Futuristic
  Detailed 3d-model with all critical parts and systems found in an on-branded (generic) futuristic car.

                              
                                 more
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Trucks & Trailers
  Detailed 3d-models of various non-branded (generic) trucks and trailers.
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3D-Scenes - Exhibition Hall 03
  Detailed and fully textured 3D-scene.
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People - Trade Show Vol. 1
  10 3D-models of photo-real people.

                              
                                 more
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Drone - Transport
  Detailed and fully textured 3D-model of a non-branded (generic) drone.

                              
                                 more
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People - Factory Worker Vol. 2
  10 3D-models of photo-real people.

                              
                                 more
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Emergency
  50 detailed 3D-models for the visualization of emergency tasks.
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Kitchen Equipment
  100 3D-models of typical kitchen equipment.

                              
                                 more
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People - Clean Room Vol. 2
  10 3D-models of photo-real people.

                              
                                 more
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Industrial Components
  16 detailed 3D-models of industrial components.

                              
                                 more
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People - Business Vol. 3
  10 3D-models of photo-real people.

                              
                                 more
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Concept Cars Vol.07
  15 detailed 3D-models of non-branded cars.

                              
                                 more
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People - Rigged - Construction Worker
  5 rigged 3D-models of photo-real people.
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                  HDRI  show all (91)
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USA Road Backplates
  15 backplate sets, including the respective HDRIs.
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SFX 008
  HDRI with special effects
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SFX 005
  HDRI with special effects
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Hawaii
  15 HDRIs with matching backplates.
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Country Roads
  26 HDR images for the visualization of cars and other vehicles.
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Factory Buildings
  15 HDRIs.
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SFX 001
  HDRI with special effects
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Above Ocean
  20 HDRIs of scenes above the ocean.
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Street Backplates Vol. 5
  16 backplate sets, including the respective HDRIs.
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Moon
  15 HDRIs of moon surfaces.
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SFX 003-1
  HDRI with special effects
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Above Sunsets
  20 HDRIs of sunset skies.
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Las Vegas Nights
  15 HDRIs with matching backplates.
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Clean Room
  15 HDRIs of clean rooms.
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SFX 006
  HDRI with special effects
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SFX 007
  HDRI with special effects
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Sports Backgrounds
  31 HDR images of sports sites.
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In The Clouds
  20 HDRIs with scenes in the clouds.
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Seascapes
  20 HDRIs of skies with water surfaces.
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Surroundings
  31 HDR images.
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Utility Vehicle Backgrounds
  15 HDRIs with matching backplates.
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Canyons
  20 HDRIs of canyons.
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Beach & Pool Backgrounds
  35 HDR images.
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Primeval Forest
  26 HDR images.
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Parks
  15 HDRIs with matching backplates.
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California
  15 HDRIs with matching backplates.
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Asia Roads
  15 HDRIs with matching backplates.
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Skies for Architecture
  20 HDRIs of skies for architectural scenes.
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Seascapes Vol.2
  20 HDRIs of skies with water surfaces.
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Car Backgrounds
  28 HDR images for the visualization of vehicles.
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Daylight
  20 HDRIs of daylight skies.
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SFX 010
  HDRI with special effects
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Skies V2
  102 HDRI with various sky-moods for realistic outdoor 3D-scenes.
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Saltlake Backplates
  15 backplate sets, including the respective HDRIs.
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SFX 003-3
  HDRI with special effects
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Product Environments V2
  70 HDRIs for product visualizations - plus the matching backplates.
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Space
  37 high-resolution space HDRIs.
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Mars
  15 HDRIs of mars surfaces.
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Above Night Skies
  20 HDRIs of night skies.
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SFX 004-1
  HDRI with special effects
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Coasts
  15 HDRIs with matching backplates.
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Industrial Backplates Vol.2
  16 backplate sets, including the respective HDRIs.
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SFX 004-2
  HDRI with special effects
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Tokyo Backplates
  15 backplate sets, including the respective HDRIs.
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Interior
  44 HDR images of interior scenes.
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Industrial Backplates Vol.1
  16 backplate sets, including the respective HDRIs.
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Medical Backgrounds
  33 HDR images.
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Snow
  32 HDR images.
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                  KeyShot  show all (10)
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KeyVR
  The easiest way from CAD to VR
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KeyShotWeb
  Web-Enabled Interactive Content. Straight from KeyShot PRO.
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KeyVR Education 1-Year
  KeyVR for Education.
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KeyShot - Annual Maintenance
  Annual maintenance for KeyShot.
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KeyShot EDU Lab Pack (20-40)
  KeyShot PRO Floating for Education.
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KeyShot Education 1-Year
  All KeyShot functions, KeyShot animation, geometry shader, HDRI/material editor.
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KeyShot Online Training
  We make you fit for using KeyShot with individual training.
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Crossgrade KeyShot PRO to KeyShot PRO Subscription
  Crossgrade to KeyShot PRO Annual
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KeyShot Network Rendering
  Render on your network
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KeyShot PRO
  KeyShot PRO for 1 year 
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                  Textures  show all (30)
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Tech-Mech Materials V1.1
  100 textures for science fiction scenes.
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Patterns
  150 high resolution textures of patterns.
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US-Architecture
  234 high-res textures for homes & store architecture in the USA.
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Ground V2
  390 textures of outdoor ground surfaces.
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Organic
  75 textures of organic materials.
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Industrial Design V3
  High resolution texture layers for realistic looking industrial design.
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Water
  Textures of water surfaces.
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Medical Visualization V3
  140 high resolution medical textures.
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SciFi Materials V1.1
  100 textures for science fiction scenes.
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Fire & Explosions
  Textures of fire and explosions.
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Roof Tiles V1.1
  60 high resolution textures of roof tiles.
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Wood Floor
  50 textures of wood floors.
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Marble
  161 high resolution textures of marble-surfaces.
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Animated Water
  25 animated, seamless and loopable water textures.
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Texture Aging V2
  500 high resolution textures of dirty and aged surfaces.
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Fabrics
  80 high resolution textures of fabrics.
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Planet Surfaces
  20 very high resolution textures of planet surfaces
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Road Surfaces V2
  142 textures of roads and lanes.
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Plants & Nature V2
  More than 100 textures of natural materials
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Construction Materials V3
  520 seamless tileable textures.
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Textile Floor Coverings
  100 textures for architectural scenes.
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Stone Facades
  Textures of stone facades.
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Outdoor
  100 textures for outdoor scenes
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SciFi Metal Plates
  114 textures for science fiction scenes.
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Rocks V2
  200 textures for rocks and stone
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Grass Surfaces
  Textures of grass surfaces.
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Wood V2
  360 textures with a variety of wood types & styles.
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Metal
  Textures of metal surfaces.
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Scratches - Dust - Damaging
  228 textures of signs of aging and wear.
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Road Surfaces V2 - PBR
  150 PBR textures of roads and lanes.
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        Products and Services for 3D-Design, Visualization and AR/VR



      

      
  
    
  	  
            DOSCH DESIGN offers high-quality 3D products: 3D models, HDRIs, textures and the KeyShot rendering software. With its products and services, DOSCH DESIGN supports customers in various areas such as 3D design, rendering, visualization, augmented reality and virtual reality.

      

      
      
            The company is also a key partner in Industry 4.0, motion design, multimedia presentations and VFX. DOSCH DESIGN has established itself as a reliable provider that only offers first-class products and services.
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              Packaging Design

          			Packaging-Design
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              Medical

          			Medical Visualization – indispensable for Medicine and Research

Especially in research and development, visualisation brings enormous benefits.
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              USD Format for Omniverse

          			3D-models in the USD / USDZ format
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              3D Printing with KeyShot

          			3D Printing with KeyShot
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              Vehicle details in 3D

          			The 3D models are very flexible. All parts can be faded in and out ...
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              3D for trade shows and events

          			Comprehensive range of 3D elements for trade shows and events.
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              3D for Engineering & Manufacturing

          			Engineering & Manufacturing
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              3D models in the STEP format

          			New: Many products available in STEP format (.stp).
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            “The cooperation with DOSCH DESIGN was really successful. Our concept was well received and intuitively enriched with our own ideas. And the implementation of the graphics in 3D is really impressive!"
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           Mathias Kohl

             Design Director & Prokurist Sidenstein Medien GmbH
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            "For more than two decades I´ve been using DOSCH DESIGN 3D assets to optimize my visualizations and have never been disappointed. The high quality of the products and the ease of use are truly unmatched.

Recently, I needed a special 3D Model and could start production right away without having to reorganize, clean up or fix the model. DOSCH DESIGN has always met my expectations."
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           Don Tuttle

            Global training specialist, Luxion
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            "The development of our 3D animation with DOSCH DESIGN was an all-round pleasant thing. Depending on the requirement, level of detail and precision, a super model was developed step by step, which helps us to prepare the applications in a customer-oriented manner. True experts in the 3D field!”
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           Roland Nemmer

            Klüber Lubrication München GmbH & Co. KG
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            "Excellent service and advice for all questions about 3D and visualization, even spontaneously with a quick call. 1A KeyShot training online. We recommend!"
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           Heiko Poerz

            CEO HENK B.V.
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            "DOSCH DESIGN provided us with excellent support both with advice and with the introduction of KEYSHOT. The follow-up training was also very helpful and made working with KEYSHOT much easier.

If you have problems, you can get quick help and support, even with product-specific challenges."
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           Florian Leuner

            Design, Oswald Motors
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            "We are pleased to have found a partner on an equal footing in DOSCH DESIGN, who supports us with his technical understanding in the creation of customer-neutral 3D components according to our wishes. The components produced impress with their technical details and offer us the opportunity to present our products and solutions to our customers in a practical way.”
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           Sebastian Kuhn

            Teamleader Technical Marketing, MAPAL Fabrik für Präzisionswerkzeuge Dr. Kress KG 
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            "Mr. Dosch not only convinced us with his expertise and flexibility, but also accompanied us in a goal-oriented manner through project-specific requirements."
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           Michael Kellermann

            Creative Designer Bock 1 GmbH & Co. KG
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